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ABSTRACT 

 
The Grupo de Dosimetria Numérica (GDN) has developed exposure computational models (ECM) involving a 

Monte Carlo code and voxel phantoms to simulate various situations of internal and external exposure to 

ionizing radiation. Most analyses of the produced results are presented in tables and graphics formats. An 

alternative to this traditional way of analyzing results is to save voxels of Regions of Interest (ROI) of the 

phantom irradiated with information like the location of the voxel and the energy deposited in it during the 

simulation. Such information can be saved to a text file and later turned into 3D objects. In this paper the 

VAP3D software has been used to read text files produced in simulations using the ECM of DEN 

(Departamento de Energia Nuclear – UFPE), converting them into binary files of the type RAW, and visualize 

them. In order to reflect the radiosensitivity of the organs and tissues suggested by ICRP-60, for conversion of 

text file to binary, of the energy deposited values are multiplied by the weighting factor of the tissue to which 

the voxel belongs. The result of the multiplication is normalized to the interval [0, 255]. The files transformed 

are referred herein as synthetic radiographies. In VAP3D software, it is possible to generate stacks from theses 

radiographies in transverse, sagittal and coronal directions. In order to illustrate the production of synthetic 

radiographies, some images are presented in this paper, and dosimetric results are obtained from a variety of 

ROIs of the phantoms of DEN for radiological exams. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Conventional radiography is one of the most used tests in medicine. In this context, the 

conventional radiographic film has been long used as a first option in the records of 

images inside the human body. However, some drawbacks in the performance of a 

conventional X-ray can determine a pursuit for alternative procedures. The main 

drawbacks found in this practice are: the variability in the quality of the obtained image, 

the use of chemicals, the need for a suitable location for the processing of sensitive film, the 

inability to remove artifacts in the image after its capture and need for re-

examination by error in the radiographic technique or bad positioning of the patient [1]. 

 

With the technological evolution, modern equipments have been manufactured to facilitate 

procedures in medical radiology. They use the computational accuracy to minimize 

possible errors associated with human activity. These devices capture and convert analog 

signals into digital signals that should provide digital images. As examples of such 

images, there are: computed tomography, digital fluoroscopy, MRI, digital radiography, 

among others. 

 

The digital imaging may be the result of direct interaction between the remaining 

photons of the patient and the receivers of the used equipment, thus generating analog 

signals proportional to the intensity of radiation. These signals, when inserted 

into a computer, are stored as a matrix of intensities, in which each element of the matrix is 

the pixel (picture element), either in the display device or in the printing. 

 

The most common example of this type of digital image is a scan that can be enhanced on the 

computer, in order to, for example, eliminate noise and increase contrast, making it an 

additional tool of considerable relevance for the diagnosis of diseases of the patient. 

Thereby, these images (usually a stack of cross-sectional images of a human body) can be 

stored in a format familiar to computer users such as, for example, the BMP (bitmap). A set 

of these image files, when combined, can arrange an anthropomorphic model of volume 

elements, the so-called phantom voxels such as MASH and FASH [2]. These phantoms are 

coupled to Monte Carlo (MC) codes such as the EGSnrc [3] and the MCNP (Monte Carlo N -

 Particle) [4]. These codes simulate the transport of radiation through the radiosensitive 

organs and tissues, which are segmented in phantoms, the interaction of radiation with matter 

therein, the deposition of energy, and then estimate the Conversion Coefficients (CC) 

(any relation between dosimetric magnitude of interest and measurable magnitude). 

Usually, the set formed by the phantom, the MC code and algorithms for radioactive 

sources is referred as an exposure computational model [5]. 

 

In a typical simulation for radiographic diagnosis, an ECM should contain additional 

information such as the size of the field, the direction of flight of the X-ray photons, the 

energy of photons, the position of the source, the focus-detector distance, etc. In these 

simulations, it is possible to save information in external text files related to the energy 

deposited in voxels and their position. In this work it has been used the VAP3D software [6], 

Fig.1, to read these files, convert them to type RAW files and view them in order to 

make a qualitative analysis of the dose distribution in the regions of interest, such as the 

thorax and the abdomen. 
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In order to illustrate the production of synthetic radiographies, this paper presents some 

images and dosimetric results of various ROI from DEN phantoms for radiological 

examinationss. The images allow the visualization of dose distribution in the ROI, showing a 

red gradient in the organs of interest. 

 

In this work, the output phantoms are called synthetic phantoms and the obtained sections, 

sagittal, coronal or transverse, at any depth, are called synthetic digital X-rays. According to 

[7], the term synthetic image is the type of computer-generated image and it is used for 

modeling and visualization. These synthetic phantoms can become a useful tool in the aid 

of medical diagnosis, since they concentrate three-dimensional information of the distribution 

of energy deposited in each voxel of the used model [8]. 

 

In this paper, it has been used the ECM, here called MSTA_Sint (M = Male; STA = 

Standing, adult, male patient is standing. Sint = Synthetic) [2], to produce synthetic digital X-

rays enhanced for a better human perception.  

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. VAP3D window displaying MASH phantom. 
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2  MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

In this paper it has been used the EGSnrc MC code  installed on a computer with the Linux 

operating system, 8 GB of RAM and 2.8 GHz clock to run the MSTA_Sint ECM. The 

simulation results have been processed and displayed in VAP3D. 

 

Forthwith, it is presented the methodology of this paper based on the ensuing themes: 

transformation from the MSTA to MSTA_Sint and production of synthetic images. 

 

  

2.1 Modification of the MSTA to Obtain MSTA_Sint 

 

Basically any modification to obtain MSTA_Sint from the available MSTA has been held in 

the text file that contains the user code, MSTA_Sint.mortran. This file has been declared a 3D 

matrix of real numbers with the name RADDIGITAL and the dimensions of the phantom. 

Fig. 2a shows the block where RADDIGITAL has been declared. The matrix has been then 

initialized with zeros. Fig. 2b shows the location in the subroutine of AUSGAB Mortran 

(intermediate language between FORTRAN and C used in the EGS system) where the 

RADDIGITAL matrix is filled, cumulatively, with the amount of energy deposited 

(in MeV). Finally, in the concluding results, the output file, Fig. 2c, is completed as it 

follows: Each line contains data from a voxel; the data are: Energy deposited (keV), Column, 

Row, and Slice. 

 

 

 

 
 

(a) 

 
 

(b) 

 
 

(c) 

 

Figure 2. Mortran Code fragments indicating: (a) Declaration of the matrix for data 
collection, (b) Filling of the output matrix, (c) Filling of the output file. 
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Two output files have been generated with simulated examinations of the thorax and 

the abdomen of MASH: DADOSOUT_Torax.DAT and DADOSOUT_Abdomen.DAT. 

 

 

2.2 Production of Synthetic Images 

 

In the VAP3D software, it has been added a menu for dosimetric evaluation. There is a menu 

item to ECM of type voxel phantoms. In this way it has been added the functionality to 

read the files DADOSOUT_Torax.DAT and DADOSOUT_Abdomen.DAT, to produce and 

to save synthetic phantoms based on the energy deposited by voxel, in the equivalent 

dose, and in the average dose. 

 

 

2.3 Synthetic phantom based on the energy deposited by voxel 

 

Based on the phantom region chosen by the user, the VAP3D software transfers the data files 

to an array of integers whose elements are the values of the deposited energies. The vector 

elements are re-normalized to the interval [0, 255]. In order to produce the synthetic 

phantom based on the energy deposited by voxel, this vector is saved in a binary file with a 

type RAW base name msta_energia. 

 

 

2.4 Synthetic phantom based on equivalent dose for the voxel 

 

In order to take into account the radiosensitivity of organs and tissues of the human 

body, the grayscale values of the energy-based phantoms have been modified on the basis of 

tissue weighting factors (wT) shown in Table 1 [9]. 

In order to insert the information from Table 1 in the VAP3D code, it has been defined and 

internal vector containing the wT weights transformed according to Equation 1, 

 

wV = 2wT + 1.                                                 (1) 

 

The transformation of weights in Equation 1 has been required so that the non-radiosensitive 

organs and tissues could equal to 1 (inalterable grayscale) and all other WV weights have been 

integers. Therefore, the transformation given by Equation 1 has allowed the building of 

an array with two columns: the first with the organs and tissues IDs set in the phantom and 

the other with the values of WV [8]. This matrix, the phantom and the dimensions of the 

phantom region selected by the user are used to construct a vector (vector dose) whose ith 

element is the product between the WV and ID of the organ in the respective position in the 

phantom and the ith element of the vector energy. The elements of vector dose are re-

normalized to the interval [0, 255]. Finally, the vector dose is saved in a binary file with a 

type RAW base name msta_dose. 
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Table 1. Radiosensitive organs and tissues and their weighting factors [9] 

 

ORGAN / TISSUE wT (%) REST 

Gonads 20 Adrenal 

Glands, 

Brain,Trachea, 

Small 

Intestine, 

Kidneys, 

Muscles, 

Pancreas, 

Spleen, 

Thymus, 

Uterus. 

Red Bone marrow  12 

Colon 12 

Lungs 12 

Stomach 12 

Bladder 5 

Breasts 5 

Liver 5 

Esophagus 5 

Thyroid 5 

Skin 1 

Bone surface 1 

REST
 5 

 

 

  

2.5  Synthetic phantom based on the average equivalent dose per organ 

 

In most of the outlets in the MC simulations involving ECM, such as the ones used herein, 

the dosimetric evaluation is expressed by conversion coefficients between the average 

equivalent dose in organ and some magnitude of normalization, not in terms of dose 

equivalent per voxel. Thus, another type of synthetic phantom has been produced in 

this work. 

 

By using the vector dose, the phantom and the phantom dimensions of the region selected by 

the user, it has been obtained a vector point where the coordinate x is the ID of the 

phantom in the region selected and y is the number of voxels with this ID. Following, it has 

been obtained in vector dose the sum of the values of elements with same ID in the phantom. 

The results of the sums have been divided by the respective quantities of voxels saved in the 

vector point and the values have been saved in a new vector (vector of average 

doses). Finally, the vector of average doses is saved in a binary file with a type RAW base 

name msta_media. 

Therefore, when running VAP3D, through the menu for dosimetric evaluation, the user gets 

the files msta_energia.raw, msta_dose.raw, and msta_media.raw. These files contain 

information about the synthetic X-rays produced. As shown in Fig. 3, the VAP3D has an 

interface to read these files and view their contents. 
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Figure 3. VAP3D window displaying synthetic radiographies from MASH. 

 

 

 

3 RESULTS 

 

Fig. 4 shows the two input files used in the MSTA_Sint ECM to obtain 

the files DADOSOUT_Torax.DAT and DADOSOUT_Abdomen.DAT. 

 

As seen in Fig. 4, the simulations are from thorax and abdomen examinations, the 

projection is posterior-anterior (PA) and the number of stories has been 5 x 10
7
 and the 

spectra used were based on data from [10] to examine abdomen and thorax, respectively, 

whose profiles are shown in Fig. 5. Information about the field dimensions, the focus-detector 

distance and the focal point of the field have been obtained from [10]. 

Fig. 6 shows illustrations of the two examinations. 

 

 

 
 

Figura 4. Input Files from the MSTA_Sint exposure computational model. 
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(a) 

 

 

  
 

 (b) 

 

Figure 5. Energy spectra for the examinations of the abdomen (a) and thorax (b). 
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Figure 6. Illustrations of the simulated examinations. 

 

 

 

3.1  Dosimetric Results 

 

Tables 2 and 3 show some of the conversion coefficients between equivalent dose and air 

kerma and the coefficients of variance for organs and tissues located in the regions of the 

examinations. 
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Table 2. Dosimetric results for thorax examination.  

 

Organs Dose/Air Kerma (Sv/Gy) Coeff. of Variance (%) 

Lungs 0.5345 0.07 

Liver 0.2013 0.11 

Thyroid 0.3572 0.70 

Heart 0.3484 0.18 

Kidneys 0.4203 0.17 

Spleen 0.3323 0.28 

RBM in the Pelvis 0.0029 2.44 

 

 

 

Table 3. Dosimetric results for abdomen examination.  

 

Organs Dose/Air Kerma (Sv/Gy) Coeff. of Variance (%) 

Lungs 0.2217 0.09 

Liver 0.1093 0.12 

Thyroid 0.0176 2.58 

Heart 0.1303 0.24 

Kidneys 0.3699 0.15 

Spleen 0.1587 0.33 

RBM in the  Pelvis 0.0288 0.65 

 

 

 

The results shown on Tables 2 and 3 include various information useful for analyzing the 

distribution of the absorbed dose in organs and tissues of the phantom. For example, 

when an organ is within the X-ray beam, its coefficient of variance (CV) is less than 

when it is outside. The CV values of thyroid illustrate this situation: for the scan of the 

thorax CV = 0.70%, for the examinations of the abdomen, 2.58%. The DC (and therefore 

the equivalent dose), as expected, have an inverse, i.e., the more within the beam, the 

greater are their values. The results for RBM in the pelvis show behavior contrary to 

the thyroid tissue as it is closer to the region irradiated by the beam of the examinations of 

the abdomen. Large organs like lungs and liver always present low CV for these 

tests. The dose values for the scan of the thorax are larger because there is bone tissue 

both in front of the beam (shield) and after the organs (backward scattering). 

To evaluation the dose equivalent it is necessary to measure the air kerma 

(Kmed) regions of the beams and calculate H using Equation 2. 

 

medKCCH        (2) 

 

 

3.2 Synthetic Radiographies 

 

With the use of text files  DADOSOUT_Torax.DAT and DADOSOUT_Abdomen.DAT it 

has been obtained the  binary files msta_energia.raw , msta_dose.raw, and 

msta_media.raw. 
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Fig. 7a shows the coronal and sagittal radiographies for the thorax examinations based on 

the average dose; similar images are shown in Fig. 7b for the abdomen examinations.  

 

 

 

       
               (a)                                                                     (b) 

 

Figure 7: Coronal and sagittal radiographies based on the energy of the (a) thorax; 

(b) of the abdomen. 

 

 

 

Fig. 8a shows the coronal and sagittal radiographies for examinations of the thorax based 

on the dose; Similar Images are shown in Fig. 8b for the examinations of the abdomen. 

 

 

 

     
            (a)                                                               (b) 

 

Figure 8: Coronal and sagittal synthetic radiographies based on dose (a) of 

the thorax, (b) of the abdomen. 

 

 

 

The Fig. 9a shows the coronal and sagittal radiographies synthetic examinations-ray dose 

based on the average; Similar Images are shown in Fig. 9b for the examination of the 

abdomen. 
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        (a)                                                                 (b) 

Figure 9: Synthetic coronal and sagittal radiographies based on the average dose (a) 

of the thorax, (b) of the abdomen. 

 

 

 

In general, there was an increase in contrast in Fig. 7 to 9, because has been placed more 

information about the radiosensitivity of the organs and tissues into the bundles. For example, 

in Fig. 9, the grayscale closer to white indicates a higher dose, as confirmed in Table 1. 

 

The grayscale from the file msta_media.raw have been associated into the VAP3D software 

to the red color of RGB structures. The result is shown in Fig. 10 for thorax and abdomen. 

 
 

 

                   
                (a)                                                                 (b) 

 

Figure 10. 3D synthetic radiographies based on the average dose (a) of the thorax; (b) of 

the abdomen 

 

 

 

In this case, the most intense shades of red correspond to the highest doses as confirmed in 

Table 1 for the lung (Fig. 10a) and the small intestine (Fig. 10b). In order to construct Fig. 10, 
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it is necessary to activate the property of the ID transparency of the skin, which alter the 

visual information for this tissue. 
 

 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

 

The radiographies produced in this work are planes (sagittal, coronal and transverse) from the 

synthetic phantoms based on fractions of effective dose. The use of these sets of images in 

the planning of radiographic diagnosis will certainly be useful in order to supply visual 

information to medical professionals as, for example, how the dose distribution changes with 

depth along a direction. These information may reduce the possibility of misdiagnosis and 

unnecessary exposures to patients. 
 

In the future, work tools will be implemented in VAP3D in order to view isodose surfaces. 
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